LOCAL ALERT: THE PROUD BOYS

Who are they? - The Proud Boys are a so-called “fraternal organization” that prides itself on getting in street brawls with left-wing protesters, has little in the way of an actual mission outside of self-described “western chauvinism,” which has encouraged many fascists and racists to join the group. Proud boys have Transphobic, anti-feminist, white nationalist and violent beliefs. They are pro men’s rights, which seeks to dismantle the social and economic equality women have earned.

Why are they dangerous? - The Proud boys are third positionists which means they present themselves as "beyond left and right". While syncretizing ideas from each end of the political spectrum they usually cultivate dangerous reactionary right-wing cultural views and radical left-wing economic views. This makes the proud boys particularly dangerous. While they may claim to be LGBTQ friendly, anti-racist and anti-fascist, their volatile views and violent actions clearly prove otherwise.

They have been known to work and organize with several far-right white nationalist groups, as well as being present during Charlottesville rally that ended in the death of an anti-racist. Some including - Identity Europa, Cascade Legion, the Traditionalist Workers’ Party, KKK and more.

Outside of their overall absurd and disgusting values — it is worth mentioning that Their fourth degree rite of passage into the group includes beating up any anti fascist. If you are any type of person who doesn’t condone fascism, that could be you!

What to look for:

If you come into contact with these scum bags — stay safe! Let your loved ones and communities know ASAP. Considering their toxic and reactionary nature we do not recommend engaging, although we encourage folks to do what makes them feel comfortable. REPORT ALL PROUD BOY ACTIVITY TO YOUR LOCAL ANTI RACIST ORGANIZERS, send an email with a date, time and location of any run in and we will act accordingly.

IT’s EVERYBODY’S JOB TO PROTECT THEIR COMMUNITY FROM HATE!

ASHEVILLEANTIRACISM@RISEUP.NET

Personal shout out to all you proud boys — if you have a PB tat, cover it. If you have a PB polo, burn it. If you attacked an antifascist, hide. Fifth degree is a DEAD BOY!